Slurry Surfacing Cohesion Tester – Automatic

CRT-SSCT-A
Slurry Surfacing Cohesion Tester - Automatic is an advanced, easy to use and robust machine to determine the
minimum cohesion of a slurry surfacing mix
The slurry surfacing cohesion tester is used to determine the minimum cohesion of a slurry surfacing mix which enables the set time and traﬃcability
time to be determined. According to EN 12274-4, torque measurements are taken on ﬁve samples of the same slurry mix at suitable intervals after
casting. This gives a picture of the Cohesion Build Up in the slurry. Historically EN 12274-4 was carried out with manual equipment with which torque
was generated by hand using a torque screwdriver. The requirement of the standard is to apply a rotation of between 90° and 120° in 0.5 to 0.7
seconds. This gives not only a wide range of conditions, but also a very diﬃcult set of conditions to achieve and monitor, and has inevitably led to results
which have a high dependence on the operator. Coupled with this there is also a source of inaccuracy in the way the torque is measured. As the torque
meter is placed at the rear of the through rod cylinder the friction in the seals of the actuator will oppose the rotational motion and thus an additional
torque is generated which shows up in the torque reading. The friction in the seals is also likely to change as the machine ages and thus results on a
nominally similar sample can be diﬀerent from one day to the next.
Cooper Technology’s Slurry Surfacing Cohesion Tester - Automatic, CRT-SSCT-A eliminates operator error by fully automating the application of both the
force and the rotation. It also eliminates errors due to seal friction by measuring the torque with a torque cell which is placed directly behind the rubber
foot. This model can also be adapted to ASTM D3910

Standards
EN 12274-4
ASTM D3910

Key Features
No risk of operator error - fully automated solution
Powerful stepper motor ensures both accurate rotation angle and application time
Precision torque cell with digital peak hold display for super accurate and repeatable measurements
Torque measurement below the cylinder to eliminate errors due to seal friction

Key Use
Determination of the minimum cohesion of a slurry surfacing mix

Accessories
Accessories are not included in the price of main device (unless stated otherwise) and may be purchased separately if required.
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CRT-SSCT-A

Option to use ASTM slider 25.4mm

CRT-SSCT-F

Extra feet for the slurry surfacing cohesion tester pack 10

CRT-SSCT-F_A Extra ASTM type feet 25.4mm for the SSCT pack of 10
CRT-SSCT-MA Mould type A according to EN12274-5 and ASTM
CRT-SSCT-MB Mould type B according to EN12274-5 and ASTM
CRT-SSCT-MC Mould Type C according to EN12274-5 and ASTM
CRT-SSCT-MD Mould type D according to EN12274-5 and ASTM

Speciﬁcations
Technical speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions mm (W x D x H) 360 x 260 x 600
Weight (approx.) Kg

20

Electrical Supply

220-240 Volts 50Hz @ 5A (110 V model, CRT-SSCT-A-110 also available,. Please enquire.)

Calibration & Maintenance
Calibration, Annual Service and Maintenance Contracts are available for this device.
Note: This device should be calibrated and checked annually. Please enquire for further details.
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